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ABSTRACT

India plays a critical role in global climate and energy policy. Although India is only responsible for 7% of global greenhouse gas emissions today, it has a large population and considerable potential for rapid economic growth. India’s energy demand is set to increase by 35% by 2030 and by 70% by 2040. Yet India has announced a 2070 net-zero goal backed by a 500-gigawatt target for non-fossil fuel power generation capacity by 2030. How can we best understand India’s mixed record in energy transition and climate action? What are the key drivers and obstacles to raising ambition? Here we argue that the prospects of India’s climate policy depend on balancing diverse social and economic agendas at the state level with global and national leadership ambitions. Striking this balance requires managing a complex set of center-state relations under India’s federal structure. We argue that both Indian energy and climate policy reveal a deep conflict between the central government’s global, often climate-friendly ambitions and the more localized, development-dominated concerns that preoccupy state governments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

India directly contributes to more than 7% of global greenhouse emissions. The nation is the third-largest emitter, just behind China and the United States. Although the Indian government argues that its per capita emission rates are well below the global average, it expects a 35% increase in energy demand by 2030 and 70% by 2040. Overall carbon emissions would increase by 45% in 2040, underscoring how pivotal they are to global climate action. Today, electricity, agriculture, transportation, and manufacturing are the primary contributors to Indian emissions.¹

The 2015 Paris Agreement on Climate Change was a turning point for Indian climate policy. At that time, Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced a series of climate targets that highlighted India’s newfound success in renewable power generation. In Paris, the Indian government pledged to decrease its economy-wide emissions intensity to 33%–35% of its 2005 emission levels by 2030. This involved a target of 40% installed power capacity from non-fossil-based energy resources by 2030. India also pledged to increase its overall carbon sink by 2.5–3 gigatons of carbon dioxide equivalent (GtCO₂e) through additional forest cover. Although India has not yet formally submitted an updated nationally determined contribution (NDC), the Modi government has continued to optimize its targets through various statements at high-level international forums. This includes a 450 GW renewable energy capacity by 2030 and carbon-free energy generation by 2047 using hydrogen fuel. At the 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference, COP26, Modi pledged to make India a net-zero nation by 2070 and highlighted a short-term target of avoiding 1 billion tons of carbon emissions between 2021 and 2030.²

But India’s energy transition and climate action remain uncertain. The Paris commitments notwithstanding, India’s emissions continue to grow as coal remains the backbone of the power sector. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Prime Minister Modi’s Atmanirbhar Bharat—“self-reliant India”—program declared domestic coal mining a high priority. How can we best understand India’s mixed record in energy transition and climate action? What are the key drivers and obstacles to raising ambition?

Here we argue that the prospects of India’s climate policy depend on balancing diverse social and economic agendas at the state level with global and national leadership ambitions. Striking this balance requires managing a complex set of center-state relations under India’s federal structure. We argue that both Indian energy and climate policy reveal a deep conflict between the central government’s global, often climate-friendly ambitions and the more localized, development-dominated concerns that preoccupy state governments. The effect of these conflicts can be seen both in energy and climate policy. Besides center-state cleavages, the level of climate awareness and commitment to the energy transition varies significantly between different Indian states depending on their social and economic profile, as well as natural resource endowments.


In Indian energy policy, center-state relations are complicated by the heterogeneous interests of different state governments, the evolving balance of political power, and the center’s weak enforcement capacities. First, the highly uneven pace of energy transition between leaders (e.g., Gujarat and Karnataka) and laggards (e.g., Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand) contributes to conflicting incentives regarding low-carbon energy development. Second, state governments have little incentive to consider national, let alone, international priorities in their energy policy. This results in the downplaying of energy transition policies at the state level. Finally, these conflicting incentives are difficult to resolve through central mandates because India’s federal structure leaves state governments with considerable power to block the implementation of central policies, regulations, and programs.

In what follows, we first provide pertinent background on Indian climate and energy policy. We then discuss insights from the political economy of federalism and center-state relations. We then apply these insights to Indian federalism and argue that misaligned central and state preferences are a key obstacle to successful energy transition and low-carbon development in India. We conclude with institutional and policy recommendations, along with a few remarks on a future research agenda.

2. ENERGY AND CLIMATE POLICY IN INDIA

India is the world’s 5th largest economy by gross domestic product (GDP) and the 3rd largest source of greenhouse gas emissions. In 2019, before the COVID-19 pandemic, India emitted a total of 2.6 gigatons of greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide equivalent), a quadrupling relative to 1990 levels.\(^3\) Currently, India has an electricity generation capacity of 386 GW, the third-largest in the world, and 61% of this capacity is formed by thermal power. Renewable energy facilities constitute 100 GW of generating capacity followed by hydropower and nuclear power, or 46 GW and 7 GW of generation capacity, respectively. Thermal power has remained the undisputed energy leader, generating almost twice as much as all other energy sources combined.\(^4\)

India’s energy and climate policy cannot be understood without considering the country’s economic status. India’s current GDP per capita is about USD 1,900, or less than 2% of the United States. Although less than one-fifth of the GDP comes from agriculture, cultivation remains the primary livelihood for more than half the population.\(^5\) As a result of the low GDP per capita, India’s per capita greenhouse gas emissions are only 2.47 tons of carbon dioxide equivalent.\(^6\) Table 1 summarizes key aspects of India’s energy and economic profile. While the


\(^6\) “Historical GHG Emissions.” Climate Watch, World Resources Institute. 2021. [https://www.climatewatchdata.org/ghg-emissions](https://www.climatewatchdata.org/ghg-emissions)
country has a relatively low per capita emissions as compared to a global average of 6.45 tons of carbon dioxide equivalent, the significant role of coal power in its energy mix cannot be ignored.

Table 1. Economy and Energy in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population (2021)</td>
<td>1,363,006,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Domestic Product (At Current Prices)</td>
<td>USD 2.6 Trillion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Domestic Product Per Capita</td>
<td>USD 1900.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption Per Capita</td>
<td>24,246 Megajoules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Consumption Per Capita</td>
<td>1208 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions Per Capita</td>
<td>2.47 tons carbon dioxide equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Share in Overall Emissions</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Coal in Energy Mix</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Coal in Electricity Mix</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coal plays a particularly important role in India’s energy and climate policy. India generated 75% of its total electricity through coal-fired facilities in 2018. In the process, the Indian coal fleet emitted 1.1 gigatons of carbon dioxide, contributing to poor air quality across the nation. These environmental problems notwithstanding, coal plays an integral role in covering energy demand in India. In addition to tackling the intermittency of renewable energy power, highly valued coal assets across the nation are used to fuel heat generation in various metallurgical applications.

---

Moreover, each of the five regions of the Indian power sector procures the largest share of power from coal-based power facilities. The nation’s high reliance on coal power is only expected to increase beyond 2030 due to increasing energy demand. A prioritized effort to efficiently electrify all homes would force the government to source power from its existing fleet of coal-based power stations. It is also predicted that India would meet its NDC’s without the complete mitigation of coal-based power. Therefore, the nation would require the right political push in its approach towards defining its energy-climate nexus. Robust energy policies that are expected to define India’s approach to the energy-climate nexus.

2.1 Indian Energy Policy

India’s energy policies have moved from direct state control toward partial, and uneven, liberalization. During the socialist pre-reform era, the Indian state exercised direct control of the energy sector. After economic liberalization, India has moved in the direction of partial reform and “hybrid” power markets. This logic of partial reform is key to understanding India’s energy policy today.

In the power sector, between 1948-1991, the government largely depended on The Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948 which reorganized energy generation, transmission, and distribution across the nation. In the socialist economy, the power sector was vertically integrated from generation and transmission to distribution, with State Electricity Boards governed by political imperatives. Reorganization of the coal and power sector was completed through the formation of the National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) and Coal India Limited in 1985. The two centrally controlled organizations were tasked with handling larger investments in the coal sector.

The liberalization of the economy in 1991 paved the way for a revamp in Indian energy policy. In 1991, India opened generation investment to private players and welcomed independent power producers. While deregulation and privatization were intended to increase India’s generation capacity, by 1999 less than two GW of private generation capacity had been added. These problems contributed to continued reform efforts with the Electricity Regulatory Commissions Act, 1998, and the Electricity Act, 2003.

The 1998 Electricity Regulatory Commissions Act mandated the establishment of the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) and the State Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC)—regulatory bodies at the center and state level that managed the generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity in India. The mandate provided a regulatory backbone to the power sector and helped manage the sale of power through a decentralized, government-controlled platform. The 2003 Electricity Act reshaped the nation’s outlook towards rural electrification by providing national targets for pan-Indian electrification. Moreover, the act sought to liberalize the underperforming regulatory framework of power and synthesized broader goals of the Indian Electricity Act, 1910, the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948, and the Electricity Regulatory Commissions Act, 1998.

The initiative helped decentralize power regulation to the state level and pushed separate state organizations to take responsibility for generation, transmission, and distribution. An increased impetus on improving grid discipline called for the introduction of availability-based tariffs that promoted the use of scientific tools for tracking the purchase of power. The Electricity Act, 2003 was a market-oriented framework that notably initiated the de-licensing of thermal generation, the promotion of rural electrification and renewable energy, and the introduction of licensed power trading under the multi-year tariff framework. Most importantly, the act established open-access trade for transmission and distribution in which generators could directly sell to the highest bidding transmission organization, and end-users could buy power from the most cost-effective source.

While almost all Indian households now have access to electricity\(^{24}\), the quality and reliability of electricity service remain a major issue. The India Residential Energy Survey (IRES 2020) identified that Indian households received an average electricity supply of 20.6 hours per day.\(^{25}\) The energy deficit is higher in rural India, where an average household receives 19.9 hours of electricity supply per day. Households in Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, Haryana, Assam, and Bihar continue to face the longest power outages—over six hours per day. The survey found that 53% of rural Indian households experienced multiple power cuts at varying frequencies throughout the day, especially during the evenings. The phenomenon raises questions on the quality of power being supplied.

India’s power sector woes reflect deep governance problems that superficial liberalization, deregulation, and privatization have not fully addressed. When India began groundwater irrigation to promote high-yield varieties in the 1960s, farmers became dependent on affordable inputs such as water and fertilizer.\(^{26}\) Politicians began to campaign on free electricity in state

---


elections, driven by powerful farmers’ movements in the 1970s. This campaigning strategy spread across states and drove many states, from Punjab to Tamil Nadu, to offer free or almost free electricity to agricultural users. The results for India’s power sector performance were disastrous, as distribution companies had to give away huge quantities of electrical energy.

Although India continues to struggle with power sector governance, the institutional reorganization has played a significant role in providing individual states with more options to govern their power sector. The notable amendments opened up the energy market and provided investors with a wealth of investment options. The market was segregated into three broad sections and incentivized the development of renewable energy, largely through feed-in-tariffs and renewable purchase obligations (RPOs). Consumers benefited from the new auction processes that provided development tenders to independent power producers (IPPs) that bid the lowest unit costs of energy under their power purchase agreements (PPAs).

India’s traditional dependence on coal notwithstanding, a recent shift in the global outlook towards climate change and the building narrative of energy’s role as a climate mitigation tool has pushed India towards renewable development. Renewable energy constituted 21% of India’s total energy generation in FY2019. Its capacity has increased over three times since 2015 with a current capacity of one hundred GW, largely consisting of solar and wind power. The government is now chasing an ambitious target of setting up 175 GW of renewable energy by 2022 and 450 GW of renewable energy by 2030. India aims to strategically place itself as a global champion in climate mitigation efforts while attending to its local development goals.

The development of renewable energy and energy efficiency policies have played a key role in enabling this growth. Notably, the renewable energy industry was placed as a priority sector under the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) norms in 2015, which meant banks were now obliged to earmark a certain percentage of their lending to the RE sector. The National Tariff Policy, 2016, reformed renewable energy development using the concept of competitive bidding auctions—a system used to decrease the prices of energy for the consumer and invite private investments into the sector. The policy also mandated renewable purchase obligations (RPO), a regulation used to ensure state power distribution companies and certain other private firms procure part of their power requirement from renewable sources. The sector-specific policy development, aided by the National Solar Mission, has boosted the development of solar and wind energy in India. Prices of these energy sources have firmly competed with thermal power boosting the government’s intentions for a faster energy transition.

---


The development of renewable energy has not been geographically even. Four of the top five renewable energy-producing states of India (Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra, and Tamil Nadu) lie in the southern and western regions of the country. In contrast, eastern states like Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh have been unable to develop their renewable energy resources. The eastern and northeastern region of the Indian power sector harbors just 2.2 GW of renewable power compared to 21.5 GW, 31.4 GW, and 45.4 GW of renewable energy power in the northern, western and southern regions, respectively.30

This stark difference has largely been due to eastern India’s historical high reliance on coal power not only for their energy but as a source of revenue.31 This pattern has been accentuated by their development-centric policies and investments, leaving little room for the development of renewable energy. The gap is also widened by the relative unavailability of wind and solar resources in comparison with other regions of the country.32 33 Finally, many eastern states lack large swaths of land for renewable energy development.34

India has also made progress on energy efficiency. The nation’s flagship National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE) harbors four initiatives to enhance energy efficiency in energy-intensive industries. First, the Perform, Achieve and Trade Scheme (PAT)—a market-based mechanism to enhance the cost-effectiveness in improving the energy efficiency in energy intensive industries through the certification of energy saving which can be traded. Second, the Market Transformation for Energy Efficiency (MTEE)—a program used to accelerate the use of high-efficiency home appliances. A notable outcome of this has been the use of light emitting diode (LED) lights in over 80 percent of households in all but three Indian states.35 Third, the Energy Efficiency Financing Platform (EEFP)—a platform for the creation of mechanisms that would help finance demand-side management programs in all sectors by capturing future energy savings. Fourth, the Framework for Energy Efficient Economic Development (FEEED)—a program that houses the development of innovative financing mechanisms that mitigate or support loan and funding risks attached with energy efficiency projects across India. Today, the combination of several government-led initiatives has improved awareness of energy

32 Data obtained from the Global Solar Atlas 2.0. Database maintained by the World Bank Group and ESMAP. https://globalsolaratlas.info/map
33 Data obtained from the Global Wind Atlas 3.0. Database maintained by the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), World Bank Group and ESMAP. https://globalwindatlas.info
efficiency across India. The Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) label, commonly associated with the degree of an appliance’s energy saving capacity, is known to more than one-fifth of rural and two-fifths of urban households.36

2.2 Indian Climate Policy

Similar to its energy policy, India’s climate policy is shaped by a number of historical legacies. India’s current climate policies have been formed under an electoral radar and have been adjunct to its prioritized national development goals.37 Energy security has been at the top of India’s agenda, with a discussion on climate change and carbon-free energy gaining ground over the past two decades. But this position increasingly came under pressure, necessitating explicit analytical links between India’s energy security concerns and their global climate implications. However, India’s largely diplomatic approach at global climate conferences has strongly attested to the common but differentiated responsibilities (CBDR) principle often used to define the sharp differences in development focus between developed and under-developed nations. India’s approach has largely pivoted around the fact that its per capita emissions are around a third of the global average.

Traces of climate institution development can be traced back to 1992. The government viewed climate change as a diplomatic problem, rather than a social issue and faced limited expectations for mitigation, along with other developing nations. At that time, Indian institutions were more focused on climate diplomacy rather than actionable climate policy. While the establishment of the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy in 1992 helped establish a discussion on sustainable energy, the national government was hesitant to make ‘a commitment of any sort’.38

In the early 2000s, stronger international pressure and a slight shift in India’s domestic narratives opened doors to the development of new climate institutions. A significant outcome was the creation of the National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) that created a foundation for current climate politics in India. It took the form of eight sectoral missions across eight independent verticals that forced bureaucrats to include climate targets in their daily functions. The NAPCC was described as a tool to organize India’s climate mitigation efforts. The structure of the mission was closely related to a nuanced shift in India’s outlook against climate change, consisting of implications for bureaucratic incentives. However, the mission did not call for a clear requirement for institution building or recruitment for climate-specific initiatives.39

36 Shalu, et al., as note 35.
Since 2014, climate policy development has taken place in a more bottom-up fashion in the form of sectoral and state-level ministries. With the appointment of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), the Indian government was more concerned about greater global visibility for India. The Paris Agreement created an ambitious benchmark dominated by the Prime Minister's 450 GW by 2030 renewable energy target and 33-35% emission intensity reduction from 2005 level by 2030 target. Today, the Prime Minister's Office (PMO) in partnership with the Ministry of Environment, Forests, and Climate Change (MoEFCC) has proactively played a role in climate policymaking.

This progress has largely been backed by the active participation of a few forward-looking state governments that have used climate mitigation incentives to boost development in their regions.\(^{40}\) Gujarat has consistently led state-level climate policy development. Initiatives undertaken by key state nodal agencies to promote solar rooftop systems, subsidies for the purchase of battery-operated two-wheel vehicles, solar water heating systems, and waste-to-energy projects have pushed its overall climate-salient rankings. The state also saw a 27% increase in its forest cover, expanding the presence of its carbon sinks. To promote water management, multiple regions have adopted a 100% drip and sprinkler irrigation system that has supported micro-irrigation and self-reliant agriculture. Currently, 12% of all EV vehicles running in India are registered in Gujarat. Similarly, Tamil Nadu has promoted climate mitigation largely through its robust renewable energy portfolio of 15.6 GW. The state is also on track to achieve its 2030 climate sink goal through a 48% increase in forest cover since 1991. The government continues to show financial prowess by its state budgetary allocation for climate change through grants from the Asian Development Bank, U.N. Adaptation Fund, and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). In pursuit of becoming a regional carbon-free energy leader, Tamil Nadu has already leveraged 32% of its renewable energy potential, the most of any state in India.

Climate progress in India will, however, require building climate institutions and capacity across many other states.\(^{41}\) Maharashtra finalized its action plan in 2017, seven years after it was first ideated. States such as Bihar and Chattisgarh have adopted climate-centric agricultural roadmaps to integrate adaptation with their local development objectives. Although these steps have helped integrate climate focus into the local federal structure, the ‘one-off’ effort at mainstreaming climate focus onto a single industry cannot exhaustively improve climate governance in the state. Political appetite and a lack of knowledge on climate change are also fuelling a disruptive outlook towards climate-safe progress. In Kerala, every ruling party has an active society on conservation. The prevailing narrative of the government and society has primarily been around environmental conservation and ‘green’ development over the last decade. Climate change has been added to this agenda without sufficient discussion and clarity on the difference between tackling climate change and protecting the environment. Lastly, inadequacy in planning and


timelines have created ambiguity in state-level climate plans. In Madhya Pradesh, impact assessments in the state’s climate action plan have been conducted just for forest ecosystems and water resources in the state. Similarly, Odisha’s plans have not included local, regional, or state and sector-specific climate projections within specific time periods.

India’s dependence on synergies between development and climate outcomes anchors its focus in a co-benefit framework. While the NAPCC failed to stimulate institutional expansion, it helped build a narrative of promoting India’s development objectives while contributing to climate mitigation. The recognition of deeper linkages between climate and development in India has pulled climate policy away from just a ‘diplomatic’ issue and has pushed policy makers to co-create climate-friendly solutions for development. Earlier, Indian diplomats focused on developing and reinforcing a legal case against mitigation obligations for developing countries: the principle of ‘common but differentiated responsibility and respective capabilities’.

However, Isaksen et al. identified a sharp change in the nation’s climate outlook after 2007. While climate change was once thought to be an issue and a responsibility of the global North, the consequences and vulnerabilities of climate change in the global South, as well as emerging economies’ responsibility and tactics, were being actively debated in India since 2007. Civil society actors such as WWF India and state officials such as the former Minister of Environment and Forests (2009–2011), Jairam Ramesh, began raising awareness about India’s vulnerability to climate change. This was linked with India’s underlying need to promote climate action to protect its growing economy. Climate policies were also seen as an opportunity for business growth. Climate change was increasingly being included in the domestic agendas of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) and the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII). The CII had encouraged the government to adopt policies that allow the private sector to participate in the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)—an international mechanism used to fund and claim ownership of emission-friendly overseas projects. A ‘win-win discourse’ used to navigate through national development goals while meeting international climate mitigation strategies were being used. However, the process gave birth to significant differences amongst policymakers in India.

The uneven and partial development of India’s climate policy and institutions reflects deep disagreements among Indian policy elites on climate change as a social issue. Until recently, climate change was rarely acknowledged as a phenomenon having relevance for the country’s development imperatives. While India has realized the need to act on climate mitigation issues,

---

42 Kumar, as note 41.
43 Pillai and Dubash, as note 38.
it has reserved its right to increase the nation’s per capita energy consumption, provided largely by coal power. The nation’s policymakers have prioritized economic development and do not feel threatened by the chronic social impacts of climate change. Although a few of these impacts are in the form of poor air quality and irregularities in agriculture cycles, rigid policies, and laws are yet to determine the interplay between climate mitigation and increasing social responsibility.  

3. THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF FEDERALISM: CENTER-STATE RELATIONS IN INDIA

India’s federal structure has important implications for its ability to undergo a rapid and equitable energy transition. In this section, we review both the general literature on federalism and studies focused on India’s federal structure. We also discuss studies of center-state relations in Indian politics and the consequences of India’s multi-level elections for federal governance. This review reveals a complex set of incentives that are often poorly aligned and raise high barriers to the energy transition.

3.1 Theoretical Approaches to Federalism

Theories of federalism emphasize the implications of shared governance between the central and subnational governments. Both levels of governance have distinct advantages. Central policymakers have an incentive to consider the benefits and costs of policies across the nation, which is useful when sub-national governments produce negative or positive externalities that affect other subnational jurisdictions. Subnational governments tend to focus on their own economic, environmental, and political objectives even at the expense of other subnational jurisdictions.

In the United States, for example, state governments undervalue the cost of their state’s air pollution to other states. The U.S. federal government has a role to play in enforcing policies, rules, and regulations that reduce interstate air pollution flows. Other examples can be found in innovation policy, where each subnational government undervalues the national benefits of positive technological spillovers, and in constraints on a “race to the bottom” between subnational jurisdictions to attract capital investments.


In contrast, subnational governments often have an advantage in local information and proximity to citizens. The central government’s advantage in controlling positive and negative externalities must be weighed against subnational governments’ superior knowledge about local conditions, public opinion, and political processes. To give an extreme example, central governments sometimes opt for “one size fits all policies”, such as uniform pollution standards, that fail to recognize heterogeneity in abatement costs, vulnerability, and politics across subnational jurisdictions.

Besides local information and proximity to citizens, subnational jurisdictions can also be laboratories of innovation in a federal system. As federal policymakers look for effective, efficient, and politically feasible solutions to mitigating environmental problems, they can review experiences at the state level and scale up successful initiatives in a true bottom-up fashion. An example is found in Southern India, in Kerala’s solar rooftop plan. Historically dependent on hydropower, Kerala’s leaders did not want to cut down forests to build new dams across the states. Inspired by other innovative state-level solar rooftop campaigns that fueled a 116% growth of solar rooftop capacity between 2012 and 2018, the government has now decided to cover a quarter of Kerala’s electricity needs through rooftop solar by 2022. The initiative was propelled by a strategic public-private partnership with India’s largest integrated power company, Tata Power. The partnership secured the development of 84 MW of solar rooftop capacity across every district in the state. To help integrate these systems into local grids, the state introduced a creative mix of capital and purchase subsidies that promote technology implementation and awareness. In this case, Kerala learned from other state-level experiences and launched an ambitious public-private partnership that can inform other states’ and central solar rooftop policy.

From a political perspective, conflicts between the central and subnational governments present a particular challenge for environmental and energy federalism. While the federal governance structure can promote cooperative decision making to avoid duplication of efforts, it also gives rise to conflicts as a result of differing incentives. The central government’s efforts to reduce negative spillovers and increase positive spillovers can run into difficulties when sub-national governments object to those efforts. Institutions of federalism must strike a balance between

central and subnational authority, and each side is trying to increase its relative power. This can result in a tug of war that paralyzes policymaking.

In the United States, extreme levels of political polarization in the federal government going from the Trump to Biden presidencies have resulted in high levels of policy and regulatory volatility. This volatility results in abrupt changes in the rules that U.S. states face and disruptive conflicts between the federal and state governments. Depending on the federal government’s direction, some states support and others oppose current federal rules. Continuous changes at the federal level result in political conflicts and legal disputes, creating uncertainty and delaying environmental protection.

In Brazil, the national environment policy or the CONAMA (Conselho Nacional do Meio Ambiente) defines the role of institutions covering environmental governance. The guidelines decentralize institutional arrangements and distribute regulatory power to individual states. However, disputes centered around which level of government will legislate and regulate the Permanent Preservation Areas—a key tool in environmental conservation—have led to environmental shortcomings. The confusion about central versus state authority has fueled deforestation, as landowners believe their state governments will not penalize land clearing and logging, even when technically illegal.

3.2 Indian Federalism

India’s federal structure was set in the country’s constitution in 1950. Against the backdrop of a highly diverse nation, the constitution allocated power to the central and state governments, seeking the right balance between coherence and respect for subsidiarity. In practice, the constitution assigned different sectors to the center, the states, or for joint decision-making (“concurrent list”). Although most sectors are governed by states, the electricity sector, which is central to climate and energy policy, is on the concurrent list. While the center holds considerable authority over generation and transmission planning, states control the distribution of electricity. As we shall see below, this division of authority is key to understanding India’s energy transition challenges. Other important sectors with split powers include industry and transportation.

Although the sectoral division of powers seems to favor the states, India’s federalism is highly centralized when it comes to finances and institutional capacity. Indian states depend on

61 Pillai and Dubash, as note 59.
centrally sponsored schemes and center-state fiscal transfers for policy implementation, and their institutional capacity is weak compared to the center’s. As a result, the seemingly neat sectoral division rarely gives states full autonomy, as they lack the resources and capabilities they need. Conversely, the center rarely has the sectoral autonomy to implement policies without cooperation from the states.

Consider the example of air pollution. India’s massive air pollution problem results from a combination of unfavorable geography, with the Indo-Gangetic basin trapping polluted air, and multi-sectoral air pollution sources subject to weak regulations. Under India’s federal structure, states have the primary responsibility for controlling air pollution, but almost 50% of the total air pollution load crosses state borders. As a result, each state has weak incentives to control air pollution: half of the environmental benefit goes to other states, and even aggressive within-state activities cannot fully clean the air. This dynamic can also be seen in India’s agricultural sector, which has contributed to air pollution. Every year during the farmer’s harvest season in north India, agricultural residue is burnt by farmers causing a spike in air pollution levels across the Indo-Gangetic plain, particularly around New Delhi. Delhi’s current chief minister, Arvind Kejriwal is often quick to blame the neighboring states of Haryana and Punjab for allowing their farmers to practice stubble burning. The problem is further exacerbated due to the cold Delhi winters, which cause smog, leading to low visibility throughout the city. While the Punjab government has sought support from the center, a decline in pollution levels of the national capital is yet to be witnessed. Here the lack of central control results in high levels of air pollution.

The literature on Indian federalism highlights the conflicts and tensions between the center and the states, as well as different states. Although India’s first decades as an independent nation saw a high degree of centralization, the outcome turned out to be temporary. When the Indian National Congress lost its dominant status and competition with other parties, including the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and regional parties, intensified, the level of fragmentation...
in federal governance surged.\textsuperscript{69} With different parties and coalitions controlling various states and the center, disagreements about policy direction surfaced, and implementation difficulties complicated governance.

In the Modi era, the tendency to centralize has again shaped India's federal governance. Historically, his government has not relied on support from regionalist parties with concentrated power in Indian states. However, several instances of country-wide political centering have been witnessed under the BJP government.\textsuperscript{70} First, the use of the President’s Rule\textsuperscript{71} has been a widespread occurrence. Since the onset of the Modi era, the BJP has ousted nine governors previously appointed by the preceding government. Leveraging the political abilities of its self-appointed governors, India has witnessed the impositions of President’s Rule in two Congress Party-led states—Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh. Second, the government’s ability to undertake unilateral decisions in the form of demonetization on November 8th, 2016 violated the spirit of cooperative federalism.\textsuperscript{72} Although this move was intended to revoke the use of ‘black money’, researchers have argued that the move was aimed at destroying political rivalry.\textsuperscript{73} Third, the gradual revokement of Article 370—a provision that gives Jammu and Kashmir a special and independent autonomy status—benefited the government by decreasing the capacity of regional actors to influence state policies. Although the government claimed that Article 370 was the reason behind the region’s lack of development and economic progress, the co-benefits of the initiative were clear.

In the federal structure, electoral cycles and partisan alignment, or lack thereof, between the center and the states are important determinants of policy alignment and progress.\textsuperscript{74} Because Indian states depend on the center for fiscal transfers, center-state alignment in partisan politics results in higher levels of transfers.\textsuperscript{75} The center uses fiscal transfers to support co-partisan state governments in an opportunistic fashion, making generous transfers where electoral competition is intense.


\textsuperscript{71} President’s Rule refers to the suspension of a state government and the imposition of direct rule of the center. The central government takes direct control of the state in question and the Governor becomes its constitutional head.


The result is a distortion of transfers: they do not go where they are needed the most, but where they bring political gains. But from the center’s perspective, there is no plausible alternative to this system. The center knows that (i) opposition parties will not use fiscal transfers to promote the center’s goals and that (ii) the transfers could help opposition parties solidify their political position.

In the case of climate policy, Pillai and Dubash argue that a system of “compensatory federalism” could unlock action and address inherent structural weaknesses in India’s federalism. While the center has financial control, state governments have authority over implementation in most sectors relevant to climate change. This multi-level system of administration requires compensatory center-state interactions to promote climate change mitigation, with states adopting central initiatives to the local context and development concerns. In turn, state-level experiences can diffuse across the nation and inform central policy formulation.

To see the need for compensatory action, consider that twelve of the central government’s 33 climate initiatives lie under the state-controlled categories of transportation, agriculture, water, health, and education. Two interventions (electricity and forestry) are on the concurrent list, while the others are either under federal control or are multi-jurisdictional schemes with various components. Beyond this, state governments are also supported by the centrally controlled National Steering Committee on Climate Change (NSCCC) which provides assistance, funding, and approval for state-level climate projects. Under this compensatory dynamic, states are forced to serve as the crucial final link in delivery by elevating the profiles of climate-relevant development projects. Evidence suggests that states have done a good job of managing this political burden through a series of policies that constitutes a step forward in Indian climate action. States have established 15 solar policies, 10 energy conservation building codes, and seven electric vehicle policies. This is in addition to several LED-village lighting campaigns, energy efficiency programs, and afforestation initiatives as well as the 32 adaptation-focused climate action plans mandated by the federal government. This active process of top-down, climate-relevant policy-making, although compensatory, spotlights the idea of Indian states as laboratories in climate policymaking where local policy innovations can diffuse vertically to become the standard for national action.

4. UNDERSTANDING INDIAN ENERGY AND CLIMATE POLICY: A CENTER-STATE PERSPECTIVE

Having set the stage for analysis, we now apply the logic of Indian federalism to understand the political economy of Indian energy and climate policy. India’s current federal structure raises high barriers to its energy transition and climate ambition, raising the cost of low-carbon development and slowing down the institutionalization of climate action.

---

76 Pillai and Dubash, as note 69.
77 Pillai and Dubash, as note 69.
The key arguments regarding energy and climate policy are summarized in Table 2. We evaluate the implications of (i) lacking central authority, (ii) conflicting center-state incentives, (iii) center-state resource asymmetry, and (iv) partisan politics and electoral volatility for energy and climate policy. In both sectors, we find evidence of barriers to progress through differences in nature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Energy Policy</th>
<th>Climate Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of central authority</td>
<td>Power sector (distribution); industrial standards; transportation</td>
<td>Multiple sectors, including all that apply to energy policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicting center-state incentives</td>
<td>Home bias for in-state generation; lack of state contributions to grid stabilization; heterogeneous state preferences</td>
<td>Lack of state interest in decarbonization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-state resource asymmetry</td>
<td>State resistance to central planning and coordination; center’s lack of interest in state-specific concerns</td>
<td>State fiscal dependence on the center; weak state institutional capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisan politics and electoral volatility</td>
<td>Unpredictable policy changes; center-state conflicts without partisan alignment</td>
<td>Lack of long-term programmatic coordination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.1 Energy Policy

The central and state governments share many common goals in energy policy. The standard concerns with affordable, abundant, and reliable energy supply do not differ across levels of government. Whenever a less expensive option is available, both central and state governments choose it. However, the center and the states assign different weights to costs in different locations. While the center is trying to balance total costs across the country, each state is mostly concerned with its own costs.\(^{78}\)

This fundamental conflict greatly complicates India’s low-carbon energy transition. When introducing large loads of renewable energy, the management of electricity flow between states becomes a central challenge. At any given time, states with surplus supply of wind, solar, and hydroelectric power should be exporting to states facing deficits. But each state government discounts the value of both renewables and complementary assets, such as storage, in balancing the grid for the rest of the country.

---

This problem applies to capacity and transmission expansion, as well as electricity scheduling. In the case of capacity and transmission expansion, the center must find ways to balance the grid across highly heterogeneous demand and supply profiles in India’s states and union territories. To do this over the medium term, both generation and transmission assets must be deployed in a coordinated manner, considering their complex, systemic implications. But from a state’s perspective, nationally appropriate strategies may appear counterproductive to their development-focused goals tailored to appease the local majority. Similarly, in electricity scheduling the center is trying to minimize the total cost of generation while balancing the national grid, but the resulting decisions may prove unfavorable to producers and consumers in certain states.

In Rajasthan, the Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory Commission (RERC) stated that costs associated with executing the state government’s renewable energy policy would not be passed on to customers and would require the state government subsidization. The new directive presented attractive business advantages that gave a 50% concession on the total cost of transmission and wheeling charges for the first 7 years to all new renewable projects, and a 75% concession for projects with storage and repowered wind systems. Plants being utilized to power electric vehicle charging stations are said to benefit from a 100% exemption on transmission and wheeling charges for the first 10 years of their operations. However, the loophole in this process lies in Section 108 of the Electricity Act, which mandates the RERC to legally comply with state government directions that did not allow electrification cost incentives to be subsidized by the consumer. These involve the RERC operating as per the state government’s directives in matters of policy-making involving the public interest. Further, in such decision-making scenarios, the state government’s verdict would be final. However, the RERC refuted such jurisdictional claims and cited judgments by the Appellate Tribunal for Electricity (APTEL). The claim cited two independent events in Punjab and Tamil Nadu, that upheld the autonomous rights of their respective state regulatory commissions and ordered the state governments not to ‘discharge a statutory function of the state commission’. The matrix of events in these states proves the significance of alignment between a state’s power sector and the state government.

India’s worst blackout illustrates the serious consequences of center-state misalignment. On July 30-31, 2012, two large-scale power blackouts covering 21 out of 28 Indians caused the worst power crisis in world history. The first of the two outages affected nearly 350 million people, while the second one involved a whopping 670 million people, one-tenth of the world’s population. The minimal South-West monsoon rains had led to the extensive use of water pumps to

---


81 A wheeling charge is a cost per megawatt-hour amount that a transmission owner receives for the use of its system to export energy.

meet water requirements in the region, while a power surplus in the western region resulted in very high outflows of power to the northern region. Adding further to the woes of the imbalanced system, only two of the four 400 kV high capacity West-North interconnections were operational.\(^8\) Policymakers, regulators, and system operators were unable to curb the demand in the northern region or to curtail the generation in the western region. Instead, the power surplus from the western region detoured via the central and eastern states to reach the deficit northern region. In such situations, state-owned utilities were expected to utilize grid protective devices called under-frequency relays (UFR) to disconnect regional grids from state grids during periods of demand and supply imbalances. However, significant political pressure to continue drawing from the national grid drove grid operators to put their regional grids at risk of shutting down due to the non-tripping of the UFRs.

An equally problematic incentive stems from each state government’s preference for in-state generation. Chitkara et al. analyze state generation profiles and find that state governments’ preferences for in-state generation significantly increase the total cost and add to the curtailment of renewables in the Indian power system.\(^4\) On average, the home bias in generation adds 16% to total power generation cost and 3% to carbon dioxide emissions. As renewable power generation grows, these issues will be exacerbated.

Electricity’s status as a concurrent subject\(^5\) plays a critical role in the center-state conflict and the uneven performance of the states. Although the Ministry of Power remains the highest level of authority, states are allowed independent electricity distribution ownership and autonomy. The de-facto distribution of authority between the different levels of government is prone to be misinterpreted. Moreover, the unique federal structure gives state governments the power to block or influence decisions on local concerns.

An illustration of this is the center-state standoff over wind energy in Andhra Pradesh which is threatening to terminate renewable energy investment in the state. In 2019, Chief Minister Jaganmohan Reddy appointed a sub-committee to probe into decreasing the unit costs of renewable energy in the state. He requested all 139 state projects to renegotiate PPAs that were previously signed during the term of his predecessor. The gesture propelled India’s RK Singh, India’s minister of power and new and renewable energy to threaten the Andhra Pradesh chief minister by proposing to ban energy investments into the state.\(^6\) The showdown was followed by the involvement of the Andhra Pradesh high court, multiple foreign investors, and India’s home


\(^{85}\) A concurrent subject is a topic on the concurrent list in the India constitution. Decision making for topics on this list can be governed by state and central governments.

minister, Amit Shah. The misinterpretation of power and transfer of decision-making powers
to the Indian judicial system potentially depreciates investor interest, especially in decentralized
federal systems.

Distribution companies, almost exclusively controlled by state governments, add to the difficulty.
India’s distribution sector faces a major challenge in trying to maintain technical performance
and fiscal solvency under political pressure to subsidize both poor residential consumers in
rural areas and provide free or heavily subsidized power to farmers for irrigation purposes. 87
With weak and unstable revenue, distribution companies face difficulties in paying their dues
to generators, even when they have signed long-term power purchase agreements. 88 Anticipat-
ing such difficulties, generation companies insist on highly favorable terms and guarantees. The
issue is further compounded by state governments forcing debt relief on generators, again result-
ing in hold-up problems in investment.

Indian distribution companies (DISCOMs) owed USD 1.97 billion to renewable energy gener-
ators in August 2021. This was 3.3% higher than their cumulative debts in July 2021. 89 The
state distributors of Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand, Telan-
gana, and Andhra Pradesh have the highest debt records in India. Disrupted by the COVID-19
pandemic, DISCOMs are also burdened by a significant tariff subsidy debt that increased by
140% between 2014 and 2019. 90 During the pandemic, these organizations saw their revenue
fall by at least 80%, forcing Prime Minister Modi to provide an INR 900 billion (USD ~12
billion) fiscal bailout to the distribution domain of the Indian power sector.

At the social level, state governments have incentives to continue running non-performing coal
mines. As many as 70% of Coal of India mines run into losses and half of the operational
mines in Jharkhand are unprofitable. However, coal mining is one of the largest employers in
India. The sector is estimated to provide almost 2.6 million jobs, of which 70% are informal.
This dependence is especially high in coal-producing states and regions where there is limited
economic diversification, such as Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, and Odisha. 91
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The problems in planning, operations, distributions, and a growing society mask a deeper political conflict between the center and different states. The center is interested in country-level outcomes, often with a bias for co-partisan state governments, but with limited local knowledge about conditions in each state. Each state primarily cares about its own outcome, and the states are highly heterogeneous.

These problems are a direct consequence of India’s federal architecture for the power sector. The center is supposed to balance state interests, which is essential for a successful energy transition, but central authorities do not have the policy and regulatory instruments to encourage system-optimal behavior by the states. The placement of distribution companies under state rule, though consistent with the principle of subsidiarity, discourages private investment in renewable energy through curtailment and financial risk.

4.2 Climate Policy

India’s center-state problems in climate policy resemble those in the energy transition. While the center has some incentive to position itself as a leader in the global fight against climate change, it has only limited control over climate outcomes at the state level. Because state governments generally have little to gain from climate leadership, only a few of them have embraced it. As a result, action on the ground lags behind Delhi’s ambition.

The center’s incentive to embrace climate policy stems from global reputational gains, commercial opportunities in clean technology, and India’s vulnerability to climate change. First, unlike the states, the center’s actions are visible to a global audience. From Europe and the United States to China, a wide variety of stakeholders concerned about climate change observe India’s decisions. Second, for India’s economic success, opportunities in clean technology, from wind turbines to electric two-wheelers, are highly appealing. Finally, India’s high vulnerability to climate change is a growing concern.

State governments have few of these incentives. Indian state policies are not widely reported in the global media or social media. Global commercial opportunities in clean technology are, for any given state, more limited and scattered than those for India as a whole. No individual state can have much impact on global greenhouse gas emissions or negotiations under the Paris Agreement.

This divergence of interests is not a major issue in those sectors that belong under central authority. In the case of nuclear energy, for example, the center can develop and finance plans with fewer conflicts, though siting remains an issue. But in most other areas, from agriculture and forests to industry and transportation, states have substantial authority. In these areas, the center must resort to indirect strategies, such as partial mandates and generous financing. Progress in climate policy becomes an exercise in navigating the conflicts, institutional constraints, and weak capabilities of different states.

These divergent incentives are exacerbated by the center’s financial dominance. \(^93\) Specifically, the states’ dependence on central financial transfers produces a suboptimal climate policy outcome. The establishment of a National Action Plan on Climate Change in the run-up to the 2009 Copenhagen Summit compelled the environment ministry to investigate how to seed climate change into state governance practice. The underlying central influence on climate federalism in India involves directive state policy development that forces states to prioritize adaptation over mitigation actions to guard India’s stance on climate mitigation being the primary responsibility of developed nations. Imbalance of autonomy and a high dependency on central funds have created variations of climate policies across different states.

Historically, the State Action Plans on Climate Change (SAPCC) did not provide a separate channel of money for state governments from the center. Instead, states were supposed to cover expenses using funds from their approved 12th Plan outlays and other smaller central finance pools. The lack of financial incentivization decreased the willingness of states to undertake climate-related development. \(^94\) Here, the center has also requested states to coordinate their efforts with national initiatives such as the national rural employment program. To fuel their local interests and development targets, states have actively experimented with this approach and attempted to pull additional climate-centric funds. \(^95\) State climate plans have also been drafted with a considerable degree of ambiguity on the source of funding available to carry out this work. This has paved the way for the evolution of a money-grab approach of states towards climate funds that emphasize on their “greed and not specific need”. \(^96\) The center’s attempt to enforce alignment between its vision and state action cannot be completed by micromanaging projects at the state level.

Frequent changes in central and state governments further accentuate these problems. Climate policy is a “long-term policy problem,” \(^97\) which requires years of institutional and policy development. But when center and state political alignments shift, elected officials lose interest in previously acceptable climate policies. Even when the center remains steady, as in the case of Prime Minister Modi’s re-election in 2019, state governments come and go. As a result, the ambition and direction of climate policy may rapidly change in the states. Overall, this volatility makes Indian climate policy less predictable than ideal.

\(^93\) Pillai and Dubash, as note 69.


\(^96\) Pillai and Dubash, as note 69.

Some states, from Gujarat to Karnataka, have made considerable progress in climate policy. But these states are exceptions. Their leadership, without coordinated efforts to mainstream climate action, threatens to create a two-speed system. Some states lead by example and reap reputation and commercial gains. Most, however, do very little to prepare for the energy transition or the impacts of climate change. In such a situation, a few forerunners move forward with gradually increasing ambition, while others do very little. Even the forerunners are always at risk of losing their momentum because of political realignment.

5. CONCLUSION

India has, on balance, made major progress on its energy transition and climate action. For a country that still struggles with widespread poverty and has per capita emissions below the global average, India’s achievements in renewable energy and energy efficiency are noteworthy. But India’s complex federal structure also raises barriers to the kind of “ratcheting up” that the 2015 Paris Agreement requires. Overall, Indian states continue to lag behind the center in both the energy transition and climate ambition. Although some states have led the way in energy transition (e.g., Gujarat and Karnataka) and others on climate action (e.g., Maharashtra), most Indian states are either uninterested or, at times, hostile to constraints on their development ambitions. In this situation, dealing with India’s federal realities is essential to success in energy transition and climate policy. In our assessment, it is unlikely that the center could force these policies on the states. States are too heterogeneous and have too many levers they can pull to halt the center’s effort. Despite a centralizing tendency in Indian federalism in the Modi era, top-down planning remains an implausible approach. Instead, widespread progress in deploying clean technology and bending the emissions curve will require a focus on co-benefits, be they in the form of cleaner urban air or green livelihoods for economically at-risk communities due to the energy transition. State governments can become agents of change when they see the suite of economic opportunities available in a new climate-focused global economy. Each state faces different realities, with some exploring cutting-edge opportunities in clean technology and others building industry and commerce from a low baseline.

For India to continue making progress on climate change, a strategic focus on developmental co-benefits motivates efforts to strengthen institutional foundations. The center needs to find a way to strengthen both energy and climate institutions in the states. In energy policy, the weak performance of distribution companies is already hampering the energy transition, as renewable power developers worry about non-payment and political interference with contracts. Immediate actions currently under consideration include (i) national market-based economic dispatch, which would enable distribution companies to source power through the market across state boundaries, and (ii) new regulations to encourage ancillary services such as battery storage to improve grid reliability. Both approaches will require striking a balance between the center and  

state goals. In climate policy, many states have no institutional framework for climate mitigation, adaptation, and resilience. Developing this institutional capacity while navigating the conflicts, disagreements, and disparities caused by India’s political economy promises to be an important area for research and practice in the coming decades.